ABSTRACT Text in natural images contains rich semantics that is often highly relevant to objects or scene. In this paper, we focus on the problem of fully exploiting scene text for visual understanding. The main idea is combining word representations and deep visual features in a globally trainable deep convolutional neural network. First, the recognized words are obtained by a scene text reading system. Next, we combine the word embedding of the recognized words and the deep visual features into a single representation that is optimized by a convolutional neural network for fine-grained image classification. In our framework, the attention mechanism is adopted to compute the relevance between each recognized word and the given image, which further enhances the recognition performance. We have performed experiments on two datasets: con-text dataset and drink bottle dataset, which are proposed for fine-grained classification of business places and drink bottles, respectively. The experimental results consistently demonstrate that the proposed method of combining textual and visual cues significantly outperforms classification with only visual representation. Moreover, we have shown that the learned representation improves the retrieval performance on the drink bottle images by a large margin, making it potentially powerful in product search.
I. INTRODUCTION
Combining multi-modal features for the recognition or index of visual data is the inevitable way to automatically understanding image/video content in the recent years [1] - [3] . The multi-modal visual data are often correlated and complementary to each other in visual understanding, especially when they originate from the same source. In this paper, we are concerned on how to efficiently integrate visual and textual cues for fine-grained image classification with convolutional neural networks. The goal of fine-grained classification is to assign the labels to the images having subtle differences in visual appearance such as animal species, product types, and place types. Such a problem is quite challenging, as relevant differences that are not obvious may not be accurately distinguished by a typical classification model. Even for human perception, domain-specific knowledge is often required for fine-grained classification.
Scene text, which frequently appears in natural scenes including road signs, street views, product packages, and license plates, often possesses rich and precise meanings that are highly related to semantics of the object or scene in the same image. For instance, texts on the buildings or wrapping bags are quite useful for distinguishing among their categories. With the recent developments in text detection and recognition in the wild [4] - [7] , it has been shown that textual cues are very beneficial to fine-grained classification, especially in the classification of business places such as bakery, cafe and bookstore [8] .
Scene text detection and recognition has been an active research area in both computer vision and document analysis communities. A large number of novel approaches are proposed for the localization and recognition of the text embodied in natural images and videos. Such approaches enable us to automatically extract the text information, which can be considered as an additional information for image classification. In this paper, the recognized words in natural scenes are used as a kind of input features for an image classification model. However, given an image, not every recognized word must have the relation to it. As shown in Figure 1 , the recognized words such as 'restaurant', 'bakery', 'pharmacy', 'bread', 'hotel' are very relevant to the scene semantics, but some words like 'grand', 'great', 'edison' don't have the direct connection to them. This requires a model to measure the relevance of each recognized word to the semantics of objects or scenes, in order to make full use of textual information in image classification. It should be mentioned that the existing robust reading system cannot guarantee that all the words embodied in the images can be correctly detected and/or recognized. Yet, even under such a situation, the recognized words are still very helpful for image classification as demonstrated by our experiments.
There are a few existing studies that combine textual and visual cues for cross-domain feature learning [1] , image classification [2] , or joint inference of objects and scenes [3] . However, it is important to note that the textual cues used in these works are not extracted directly from images. Rather, they are descriptive texts associated with images. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, there has been little research on combining textual and visual cues for finegrained image classification. Therefore, it is imperative to develop such technologies for many fine-grained classification tasks such as the recognition or indexing of films, products, logos, places, athletes, advertisements, and so on, to fulfill the needs of many real-world applications. Since such scenarios often contain texts that are highly relevant and complementary to the visual appearances of objects or scenes, the text semantics are quite helpful for enhancing the performances of fine-grained classification.
Recently, deep neural networks have been the mainstream techniques for visual understanding, thanks to their great successes in various vision tasks. In this paper, we focus on designing a proper deep neural network architecture for fine-grained classification, which is able to efficiently fuse the semantics of text and visual cues. We firstly perform word detection and recognition in the images with a recent state-of-the-art scene text reading system [9] . Then, word embedding is adopted to transfer the recognized words into a vector space. Finally, the word features are used as an extra input to a typical convolutional neural network [10] for finegrained classification. The proposed unified framework for integrating text and visual features is illustrated in Figure 2 , which is end-to-end trainable.
Our contributions in this paper are three folds: 1) We present a simple yet effective pipeline, using the state-of-the-art components for scene text and visual recognition, for fine-grained image classification through combining textual and visual cues. Our results show that the meanings of recognized words are often complementary to the visual information, resulting in the significant improvements on fine-grained classification.
2) We develop an end-to-end trainable neural network with the attention mechanism for implicitly exploiting the semantic relationships between textual and visual cues. Such a unified framework is more elegant and makes the training and test process much simpler, compared with other existing alternatives designed for cross-domain representations. Besides, the end-to-end pipeline does not require to tune each sub-modular, leading to more appropriate learned features for the task at hand.
3) We collect and will release a new image dataset consisting of various types of drink bottle images. Our proposed method works well on drink bottle image classification and retrieval, demonstrating its potential in product search.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews some related works. In Section III, we describe in detail the proposed framework on integrating textual and visual cues for fine-grained classification. Section IV provides some experimental results, comparisons, and analyses on two datasets. Finally, conclusion remarks and future works are given in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS A. FINE-GRAINED CLASSIFICATION
Recently, fine-grained image classification is an active topic in some domains, such as animal species [12] , plant species [13] and man-made objects [14] . Different from the base-class image classification [15] , fine-grained image classification needs to distinguish images with more subtle differences among object classes. Discerning the subtle differences among similar classes is more challenging. Many recent works rely on relevant parts of fine-grained classes for domain specific knowledge. Examples are the recent works in [16] and [17] that use salient parts in images. VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. Pipeline of the proposed model. Given an input image I, the GooLeNet [10] CNN extracts a 1024-dimensional feature vector as the visual representation. A state-of-the-art text detector [9] is used to localize words in the image, followed by a text recognizer [11] . The recognized words are transformed into the textual representation using word embedding. Then the method uses semantic attention mechanism to filter out some noisy words. At last, the multi-modal features are fused for fine-grained classification.
Semantic object parts are used in [12] to isolate the subtle differences. Xiao et al. [18] used three attention models to first propose candidate patches, then to localize discriminative parts by selecting relevant patches of a specific object. Zhang et al. [19] proposed to select many useful parts from multi-scale part proposals of objects in each image without learning expensive object/part detectors. A weakly supervised strategy that using Multi-Instance Learning (MIL) to learn discriminative patterns for image representation is proposed in [20] . Zhang et al. [21] develop a pose-normalized representation for image patches to provide a high degree of pose invariance.
Besides these part-based methods, many other methods have been developed. For example, Wang et al. [22] adopted a deep ranking model to learn similarity metric directly from images. A multi-stage distance metric learning framework is proposed in [23] to learn a more discriminative similarity. Xie et al. [24] proposed a novel data augmentation approach to address the scarcity of data and a novel regularization technique to improve the generalization performance. Deng et al. [17] and Wilber et al. [25] proposed to include humans in loop to select discriminative features.
There are also some methods that leverage the multimodal information for fine-grained classification. Inspired by the fact that concepts in images are usually related to each other, Cui et al. [26] proposed an end-to-end framework to embed a general relational knowledge for image representation learning. To fuse the multi-modal information, the general relational knowledge is obtained from extra annotations in [26] , while both textual and visual information are directly extracted from the image in our method. Besides, we also propose an attention mechanism to automatically select relevant words for multi-modal fusion. In [27] , multimodal information extracted from various wearable devices are fused together for fine-grained activity recognition. The feature extraction and classification are separated. In addition, this multi-modal information is obtained from different sources, while both the visual cue and textual cue derive from only the image in the proposed method.
The most related work with our proposal in this paper is the one in [8] and [28] where scene texts in the business place images are considered as the domain knowledge. The authors proposed to combine visual and textual cues for fine-grained business place classification. More precisely, they train two one-versus-rest SVM classifiers on visual and respectively text features. Then these two trained SVM kernels are added together to form the final SVM kernel matrix. In this way, the visual and text cues are combined together. In [28] , Bag-of-Words are used to represent visual cues. Deep visual cues given by GoogleNet [10] are used in [8] . Sharing the same spirit as part-based methods, Karaoglu et al. [8] proposed to extract 100 EdgeBoxes [29] . Then the final visual feature is given by the combination of the GoogleNet visual features for the 100 boxed regions and the GoogleNet visual features for the whole image. In our work, we also propose to integrate both visual and text cues for fine-grained classification. We rely on an attention-based model to select the relevant words and get rid of those irrelevant ones. Hopefully, the combination of the attended text cues and visual feature of the whole image are more discriminative. Besides, as shown in Figure 2 , our proposed model is end-to-end trainable, which is more elegant and efficient.
B. SCENE TEXT DETECTION AND RECOGNITION
Scene text detection and recognition have been extensively studied in computer vision and document analysis communities [4] , [5] , [30] - [55] (see [6] , [7] for comprehensive surveys). Since the proposed method mainly leverages the recognized words to improve fine-grained classification, this section briefly revisits the most relevant works about endto-end word recognition. In the detection stage, connected components [38] , [40] , [41] or sliding windows [39] , [42] are usually used to extract character candidates. Then, the character candidate regions are further verified and grouped into word candidates based on some geometric rules or learning models. In the recognition stage, character-based methods [39] , [40] , [56] - [58] and word-based methods [11] , [45] , [59] are the two mainstream recognition approaches. Recently, following the popular general object detection approaches such as RCNN [60] , Faster RCNN [61] , YOLO [62] , and SSD [63] , the scheme of end-to-end word proposal generation followed by proposal classification has been a trend for word recognition in natural images [9] , [45] , [46] , [52] , [54] . In this paper, we adopt a recent algorithm for end-to-end word recognition named TextBoxes [9] , which is the fastest among the existing text reading systems.
C. MULTI-MODAL FUSION
In many tasks, information about the same phenomenon can be easily obtained from various sources, such as video, audio, images, and text. Generally, information from different modalities is complementary and offers useful knowledge to each other [1] - [3] . Multi-modal approaches have shown superior performances over single-modal ones for many tasks [64] . For example, Karaoglu et al. [8] , [28] proposed to combine visual and textual cues to improve finegrained classification of business place images. Similarly, Lu et al. [65] discussed some methods that combine visual cues and video captions to improve video classification. Rusiol et al. [66] presented a page classification application in a banking workflow by merging visual and textual descriptions.
The main challenge of multi-modal approaches lies on how to optimally combine the multi-modal information. The combination can take place at different levels. The most widely used strategy is to fuse the information at the feature level, which is known as early fusion. This kind of system merges the extracted features using integration mechanisms, such as concatenation [67] , neural network architectures [68] , etc. Another combination strategy is at decision level or late fusion [69] , which merges multiple modalities in the semantic space. A hybrid combination of the early and late fusion is also proposed [70] .
Following [8] and [28] , we also propose to combine visual and text cues to improve fine-grained classification. We combine the visual cues and textual cues at the feature level.
D. ATTENTION MECHANISM
Attention mechanism is widely used in natural language processing, such as speech recognition [71] , machine translation [72] , and dialog management [73] to improve the network's ability to find relevant features from corresponding input parts. Recently, visual attention attracts much attention in computer vision society. Ba et al. [74] presented an attention-based model for recognizing multiple objects in images. Gregor et al. [75] proposed a novel network which combines the attention mechanism and an auto-encoding framework for iterative image construction. The attention mechanism is applied to video description in [76] , [77] , and [78] studied the spatial attention for image captioning.
In our case, even though a powerful text reading system TextBoxes [9] is used to spot words in natural images, there are still some errors (see Figure 1 due to large variations in both foreground texts and background objects, and uncontrollable lighting conditions). To reduce the influence of false detections and irrelevant words, we introduce attention mechanism to automatically analyze the correlation between texts and images. Hopefully, the attention mechanism helps to select most related words in images for the fine-grained classification.
In this paper, we present an end-to-end neural-network-based model for improving the fine-grained classification by combining visual and text features in the image. The proposed network structure is depicted in Figure 2 . It consists mainly of three parts: visual and text feature extraction, semantic attention mechanism for noisy text filtering, and multi-modal feature fusion. The first part aims at transforming each input source into a feature representation. The second one is dedicated to reducing noisy texts brought in during text spotting. The last part combines different modality representations into a single representation. The whole framework is end-to-end trainable. In the following, we detail the main components of the proposed method.
B. VISUAL REPRESENTATION
In computer vision tasks, convolutional neural networks have become a popular method to extract image features. In [79] , it has been shown that CNN models trained on a large image dataset can learn common features, which can be shared in many different tasks. Sharif Razavian et al. [8] have also shown that fine-tunning from a trained model can obtain better performance than training from scratch in some tasks. Based on this property, we use GoogleNet [10] trained on millions of ImageNet [80] images as initial CNN model and fine tune its parameters with other parts of our model in an end-to-end way. Given an image I , we use the output of the last average pooling layer of the fine-tuned GoogLeNet as the representation of visual features f v , a 1024-dimensional feature vector.
C. TEXT REPRESENTATION
Word2Vec [81] and GloVe [82] are two popular word embedding algorithms to construct vector representations for words. These vector-based models represent words in a continuous vector space where semantically similar words are embedded nearby each other. Pennington et al. [82] noted that GloVe consistently outperforms word2vec for the same corpus, vocabulary, window size and training time. So we adopt GloVe in this paper to transform recognized texts into text features. More specifically, we represent each spotted word T i by the pre-trained 300-dimensional word vector f t i of GloVe.
For an image with N spotted words, this results in a text feature f t whose size is 300 × N . To train the network efficiently with batch, we fix the size N with the maximum number of spotted words in each training image denoted as N max . For the training and testing images having less than N max spotted words, we use zero padding. For the testing images having more than N max spotted words, we sort the words in decreasing order of their recognition scores and use the first N max ones to form the text representation. Finally, the text information in each image is represented by a 300 × N max feature.
D. ATTENTION UNIT
Generally, not all the words in an image must have semantic relations to the scene. Some words may have strong correlations with the image, others may be not relevant at all. Consequently, different words should have different weights representing their correlations with the image. For example, it is reasonable that a word being more related to the image or having a high recognition score should have a large weight, and vice versa. Besides, the text reading system could make some mistakes and result in some noisy texts, which should be discarded. These noisy texts should have a very small weight. Inspired by the work in [78] which proposed a semantic attention mechanism to selectively attend on rich semantic attributes detected from the image, we apply a similar semantic attention mechanism to assign different weights over words in our case. The architecture of the proposed attention model is depicted in Figure 3 .
In the attention unit, a bilinear function is used to estimate the weight ω i for each spotted word T i in the N max words reflecting the image's text feature. This weight ω i measures the correlation between the spotted word T i and the image. It is given by:
where the exponent is taken to normalize over all words T = {T i } in a softmax fashion, andŨ is the 1024 × 300 bilinear parameter matrix. We then use weighted sum-pooling to fuse all the N max word features. This fused word feature named attended text representation f a is given by:
Multi-modal feature fusion has shown superior performance over unimodal approaches in many tasks [83] . A common multi-modal feature fusion method takes two or more modalities to form a preferable feature. In our problem, visual and attended text features provide important and complementary information about the image. The fine-grained classification would benefit from a combination of these two features.
Since the statistical properties are usually not shared across modalities, a transformation of features is required before their fusion. We use a 512-dimensional fully connected layer to map the visual feature into a suitable space f v having an approximate dimensionality as the attended text feature. Moreover, as shown in many applications, batchnormalization [84] could improve the performance. In this paper, we also adopt this strategy to normalize visual and text features before the multi-modal fusion. Although how to fuse the multi-modal information is not the main focus of this paper, we tried several fusion approaches, like concatenation, linear sum and GMU [85] . The simple concatenation yields the best results. Thus, we adopt the simple concatenation as the final multi-modal feature f c = [f v , f a ].
F. SUPERVISION OVER DIFFERENT FEATURES
Multitask Learning (MTL) [86] is an inductive transfer mechanism which leverages the domain-specific information to improve the performance of generalization. It relies on training multi-tasks in parallel using a shared representation, which enables them to help each other to improve their performances. Inspired by MTL, we add two extra classifiers on visual feature f v and respectively on attended text feature f a , in parallel with the classifier based on multi-modal feature f c . Simply put, we train in parallel three classifiers for fine-grained classification: 1) a classifier based on combined visual and attended text feature f c ; 2) a classifier using only visual feature f v ; 3) a classifier relying on attended text feature f a . Note that for the last classifier trained on f a only, we add an extra class representing images without recognized text to the set of ground truth categories. All the three classifiers are built in a softmax fashion. The two extra supervisions on f v and respectively f a make them more discriminative when used alone, so is their combination. Consequently, this would improve the performance of the proposed classifier integrating both visual and text appearance.
For an image I having ground truth label Z i , let W and i be the parameters of the shared network and respectively the parameters related to the i-th classifier (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}). We train the i-th classifier by minimizing the loss function L i (W , i ) given by:
where K i is the number of categories for the i-th classifier, and Pr(k | I , T; W , i ) ∈ [0, 1] is the predicted score given by the classifier measuring the probability of image I belonging to category k. Note that both K 1 and K 2 denote the number of categories of training set, which is the same for the visual classifier and the fusion classifier. Because the third classifier is trained on attended text feature with an extra class representing images without spotted text,
Let Ø = { i | i = 1, 2, 3} denotes the parameters of the three classifiers, then the final loss function is simply given by:
where β i is the loss weight for the i-th classifier. We minimize this loss function L(W ,Ø) via standard (back-propagation) stochastic gradient descent (SGD):
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) DATASETS
We evaluate the proposed method on two datasets: Con-Text dataset proposed in [28] and our self-collected Drink Bottle 1 dataset. The Con-Text dataset is dedicated for fine-grained classification of business places, e.g., Cafe, Bookstore, and Pharmacy. It is composed of 24,255 images classified into 28 categories. All the images in this dataset are split into three folds, where two folds are used for training and the other one is used for testing. Each type of experiment on this dataset are repeated three times using respectively the three possible training and testing settings. The average performance is used as the reported results.
To further verify the generality of the proposed method, we have collected a new image dataset named Drink Bottle dataset which will be released soon. It consists of various types of drink bottle images contained in soft drink and alcoholic drink sets in ImageNet dataset [80] Figure 4 , the images in this dataset have low-resolutions and dense words. Moreover, a lot of fonts are in exotic styles. All these aspects make the fine-grained classification on this dataset more challenge than on the Con-Text dataset.
2) EVALUATION MEASURES
The Average Precision (AP) of each category and the mean of AP (mAP) over all categories are used to measure the performance. Following the work in [8] , we first sort the classification score in descending order for each category, then the AP is given by:
where P(k) and R(k) stands for precision and respectively recall at cut-off k in the sorted list, R(0) = 0, and n is the number of images in current category.
3) BASELINES
We compare the proposed method with two baselines: a) Visual baseline. We fine tune the pre-trained GoogLeNet with a 28-category softmax classifier; b) Textual baseline. As described in Section III-F, we have to add an extra class representing images without spotted text to train the network using only text information. Although we could evaluate the textual baseline using 29 categories, it is seriously imbalanced between the 28 original categories and the added category. Because most images in this dataset do not have text or the text reading system fails to spot words in images. Consequently, we train and test the textual baseline using 28 categories on a subset of images having spotted words.
Since only text information is involved in the textual baseline, instead of using a weighted sum-pooling of word vectors described in Section III-D, we take the classical average of the word vectors given by all spotted words as text feature for this baseline. For a fair comparison, we also train a visual baseline model and a model of the proposed method on this subset.
4) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Our method is built on several pre-trained networks: GoogLeNet 2 [10] to extract image features, TextBoxes 3 [9] to detect texts in images, incremental CNN 4 [87] to recognize the detected words, and GloVe 5 [82] to generate the word embedding. During training, the mini-batch size for SGD is set to 64. The learning rate is set to 0.01 for the first 7K iterations, and then is divided by 10 every 10K iterations. The models are trained for up to 30K iterations. We use a weight decay of 0.0001 and a momentum of 0.9.
For the text representation described in Section III-C, we only consider spotted words having more than 3 letters. Because the words having less than 3 letters are more likely to be false positives or represent irrelevant information for finegrained classification. Besides, The value for N max is given by the maximal number of detected words per image in the corresponding dataset. In the following experiments, N max is set to 22 and 21 for Con-Text dataset and Drink Bottle dataset, respectively.
The loss weights in Eq. (4) are set respectively to β 1 = 1.0, β 2 = 0.5, and β 3 = 0.5. In the training stage, we use classical dataset augmentation strategy [10] with different scales and aspect ratios. More precisely, we re-size each training image to 255 × 255. Then, we randomly crop it with re-size scale in the interval [0.08, 1] and aspect ratio in [3/4, 4/3] . Finally, the cropped patch is re-sized to 224 × 224. Then randomly horizontal flip is also used with a probability of 0.5. In the testing stage, images are directly re-sized to 224 × 224 and the standard ten-crop testing [10] is adopted.
The proposed method is implemented using Torch [88] deep learning framework. All the experiments are conducted on an NVIDIA GTX TitanX GPU. The materials to reproduce all the reported results will be released soon.
B. IMPORTANCE OF ATTENTION UNIT AND MULTI-SUPERVISIONS 1) IMPORTANCE OF ATTENTION UNIT
The state-of-the-art text reading system may result in some noisy texts including words that are irrelevant to the scene and incorrectly spotted words. These words may be similar in appearance but semantically far away, such as 'hotpot' and 'hotspot', 'barbera' and 'barber', and etc. We propose to use the attention mechanism to assign appropriate weights to different spotted words. The weighted sum-pooling of word vectors is then used to represent the textual information related to the scene. As depicted in Table 1 on the ConText and Drink Bottle dataset, the proposed attention-based method achieves about 1% performance gain over the classical average-pooling scheme.
Some weights given by the attention mechanism over spotted words in several images are given in Figure 5 . The proposed attention unit can accurately select the relevant words and eliminate irrelevant ones, even for the failure cases in the third row. The attended weights are reasonable. Their visual features being very close to the incorrectly predicted classes are responsible for their fails. Some failure cases (fourth row) are due to the performance of the text reading system. The relevant words are not detected or incorrectly recognized, such as 'LAUNDROMAT' in (m), 'TEA' in (n), 'ROOT BEER' on the right can in (o), and 'SODA' in (p). TABLE 2. mAP (in %) on the two datasets confirming the effect of multi-supervisions. In Single-Supervision, only a classifier trained on the combined feature f c is used. Multi-Supervisions denotes the use of the three classifiers described in Section III-F respectively on f c , f v , and f a features.
Yet the words having large weights are semantically close to the scene class.
As shown in Table 1 and Figure 5 , the attention mechanism can well model the correlation between the visual and textual cues, as well as filter out the irrelevant words and noisy word detections or recognition. Another straightforward method is to take the confidence of text detector and/or text recognizer into account while computing weights in Eq. (1). We also conducted an experiment leveraging the recognition scores and the correlation weights concurrently. Specifically, we update the final weights with these two scores through linear sum. But this variant decreases mAP by 4.2%. This is probably because that there is no relevance between image category and text score (i.e., detection and/or recognition score). Assigning large weights to the irrelevant words having high text scores would harm the classification performance. On the contrary, the words with low text scores may be very relevant to image category, hence deserve large weights. In conclusion, our proposed attention mechanism is more appropriate to discard the noisy text.
2) EFFECT OF MULTI-SUPERVISIONS
Although the main idea in this paper is to use combined text and visual feature f c to improve fine-grained classification, we rely on multi-supervisions on f c , f v , and f a respectively during the training stage to boost the performance of the proposed classifier based on f c . Without adjusting carefully the weights over different supervisions in Eq. (4), we simply set the loss weights for combined text and visual classifier, visual classifier, and text classifier as described in Section IV-A.4. As depicted in Table 2 on the Con-Text and Drink Bottle dataset, the multi-supervisions respectively provide about a 0.7% and 0.9% performance gain compared to singlesupervision. Note that the two extra supervision classifiers are only used in training stage. During test stage, we simply use the classifier based on combined visual and text feature f c . Consequently, the 0.7% performance gain thanks to multisupervisions is achieved without any loss in runtime during the test.
C. COMPARISON WITH BASELINES
We compare the proposed method with several baseline methods described in Section IV-A.3. We have conducted two types of experiments using two different dataset settings: 1) Visual baseline and the proposed method trained on all training images and tested on all testing images; 2) Visual VOLUME 6, 2018 Classification performance for baselines, our method, and two state-of-the-art methods on the Con-Text dataset. Models with * are trained and tested on the subset of images containing spotted texts. For clearness, the words in the first row are massage parlor, pet shop, restaurant, computer store, theatre, repair shop, bookstore, bakery, medical center, barbershop, pizzeria, diner, hotspot, bistro, teahouse, school, pharmacy, funeral, country store, tavern, motel, packinghouse, cafe, tobacco shop, dry cleaner, discount house, steakhouse, and pawnshop respectively. Table 3 , models with * are trained and tested on the subset of images containing spotted texts.
baseline, textual baseline, and the proposed method trained on the subset of training images and tested on the subset of testing images having spotted texts in each dataset. We add * after corresponding name to distinguish these experiments from previous ones. Table 3 displays the quantitative comparisons on the ConText dataset. In general, the textual baseline achieves results on par with visual baseline on images having spotted texts in this dataset. This shows that the text feature is as useful as visual feature for fine-grained classification on images containing texts. The proposed method using the combination of text and visual features significantly outperforms the baseline based only on text or visual feature. A large improvement is observed particularly for the images having similar visual layout but discriminative textual cues, e.g., Dry Cleaner, Discount House,Steak House, and Pawn Shop. For the images having fewer texts or no texts, the improvement is less significant. The observations on the Con-Text dataset also hold for the Drink Bottle dataset. As depicted in Table 4 , the proposed method also significantly outperforms the visual and textual baselines. Yet, the improvement over visual baseline (about 10%) is less important as compared to the improvement (about 20%) on the Con-Text dataset. The main reason is likely to be that recognition of the exotic texts in the low-resolution drink bottle images is more challenge. The text reading system would yield more noisy texts. The fact that less accurate text recognition gives less significant improvements also demonstrates the importance and interestingness of integrating text appearances into visual appearances for fine-grained classification.
To further analyze the benefit of integrating text information into visual appearance for fine-grained classification, we compare the performance of the proposed method and visual baseline on the subset of testing images having spotted texts and subset without texts separately in Con-Text and Drink Bottle dataset. In this two datasets, respectively about 42% and 38% images contain texts. The quantitative comparison is given in Table 5 . The proposed method improves dramatically the performance on images having texts as observed in the above experiments. Surprisingly, It also boosts slightly the performance for images without texts. One reason for this improvement may lie on the multi-supervisions of the network using shared parameters.
D. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
We compare the proposed method with the state-of-theart methods [8] , [28] on the Con-Text dataset. As shown in Table 3 , the proposed method improves the state-of-the-art VOLUME 6, 2018 [8] leverages extra local object information given by 100 EdgeBoxes [29] . For a fair comparison, the proposed method should be compared with the Textual(full) + Visual(DEEP − FT ) variant of [8] which achieves 74.5±0.8% mAP. In this case, the proposed method is significantly superior by 5.1% mAP. Moreover, we also compare with the approach in [8] using their released code 6 on the Drink Bottle dataset. As depicted in Table 4 , the proposed method also significantly improves the state-of-the-art results by 5% mAP on this dataset, which further confirms the superiority of the proposed approach. In conclusion, the proposed method only relies on global visual information without the additional local part-based visual features. Moreover, the proposed method is end-to-end trainable, which is more elegant and efficient.
Some fine-grained classification results of the proposed method are given in Figure 5 . The proposed attention mechanism accurately selects the most relevant words related the scene. From (a) to (h), the proposed method makes correct predictions regardless the very close visual appearances of different fine-grained classes. Some failure cases are also shown in the third and fourth row. Though relevant spotted words are highlighted by the proposed attention mechanism in the third row, the images are incorrectly classified due to their visual features. In the last row, the most related words are not spotted by the text reading system. The proposed method fails even if the semantically close words are highlighted by the attention mechanism. A better performance could be expected with a more robust text reading system in the future.
E. APPLICATION TO PRODUCT RETRIEVAL
We present an application of the proposed framework for Product Retrieval to further demonstrate its potential. Compared to image classification, image retrieval attracts more attention in e-commerce. Given a query image I , the objective of product retrieval is to select all product images from an image set within the same category as I . We have conducted this experiment on the Drink Bottle dataset. We simply extract the input vector of the softmax-based classifier in finegrained classification model. This input vector is considered as product feature for retrieval. The cosine similarity is used to rank images during matching. Following FlickrLogos-32's TABLE 6. Evaluation of the proposed method for product retrieval on Drink Bottles dataset. Models with * are trained and tested on the subset of images containing texts (see also Section IV-C).
evaluation settings [89] , the test set and train set are used as queries and respectively search set. We evaluate this application based on mAP. As shown in Table 6 , the proposed method boosts consistently and significantly the retrieval performance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced a unified, end-to-end trainable framework which integrates visual and text cues for fine-grained image classification. We have also incorporated the attention mechanism to better exploit the extracted text in images by only selecting the most relevant words. Using several state of the art components in an effective pipeline, our experimental results on two datasets have demonstrated both the added value and improved performance of the proposed method. Furthermore, the product retrieval experiment shows that the learned representation provides a potentially powerful tool for product search. It is worth noting that while it certainly makes sense to employ the state of the art in scene text and visual recognition as the components, our main motivation and contribution are in filling a gap in fine-grained image classification by exploiting multi-modal complementary information when present, and doing so with an end-to-end trainable neural network with the attention mechanism for implicitly exploiting the semantic relationships between textual and visual cues. The main drawback of using textual cues in the proposed framework for fine-grained image classification is clearly the absence of texts in some images. Besides the scene texts in images, other additional textual cues could be user tags, images attributes, and so on. In the future, we would like to incorporate other textual cues to compensate for the problem of no texts in images. 
